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September 7  Student Orientation
November 2  Bård Harstad, Alessia Russo, University of Oslo, and Francesco Lancia, University of Vienna. “Compliance Technology and Self-Enforcing Agreements.”
November 16  Jing Li, Harvard University. “Compatibility and Investment in the U.S. Electric Vehicle Market.”
November 30  Olivier Gergaud, KEDGE Business School, Andrew Plantinga, University of California, Santa Barbara, and Aurelie Ringeval-Deluze, Universite de Reims Champagne-Adrene. “Anchored in the Past: Persistent Price Effects of Obsolete Vineyard Ratings in France.”

Note: Name of presenter is in Bold.

For further information, contact Professor Stavins at the Kennedy School (495-1820), Professor Weitzman at the Department of Economics (495-5133), or the course assistant, Jason Chapman (496-8054), or visit the seminar web site.